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The partial beam lifetime at RItlC duc to Coulonfi) dissociation of tile nucleus

M.J. tttloades-Brown, aim J. Weneser*

RHIC Project a.11dPhysics Departuw.nt*

Brookhaven Natiomd Laboratory

Int.roduction

During ber'ma crossing at RHIC, the Lorentz contracted Coulomb interaction between

the heavy ions will excite internal, modes of tim nucleus. The subsequent decay of these

modes is predominately via single or multiple nucleon emission. Chmlging the atomic mass

of the beam ion will eventually cause beaan intensity loss at RHIC for the radius of the ion

orbit is sensitive to changes of the ratio Z/A.

While calculations for tiffs beam lo_s mecha_uism have been made 1, it is now cleaz

that these earlier theoretical studies underestimated the Coulomb d;ssociation loss rate for

they appear to have included only a limited range (first dipole resonance region, up to ,-,30

MeV) of internM nuclear excitation energy.

i In this report we reex_unine the question of Coulomb dissociation cross sections at

!

RHIC by including internal excitation energies t'_p to thousands of GeV. In addition, we

utilize experimental photonuclear absorption cross sections when evah.mting tlm dissocia-tion cross section. Also, internal excitation of _ nucleus in one beam will result in both
"_ r.energy loss and transverse momentum change of an ion in the colliding bea.m. 'I hese recoil

effects will be examined in detail to determine if there is an additional loss rate for ions

out of the rf bucket or a non-negligible change in the ion's betatron momentum.

._ Coulomb Dissociation Cross SectionThe Coulomb dissociation cross _ction is _iven by the Weizsa&er-Williams expression

i (whose accuracy is explored in Ilef. 2)-._- 2 t (1)
|
Ii

i where Zp is the ion atomic nuinber, "re/I" is the fized targe _. frame Ix)rentz parameter|

i (')'ell = 272 - 1,7 :-- 108 for 197Au79+ at RHIC), a is the fine structure constant, K_is

.-___ a Macdonald or modified Bessel function, b is the impact parameter between the two
I

!
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colliding ions, and an\ (w) i,; the target ion r_hotonuclea.r cross sectio_l at plu)ton energy w

MeV. In this report the wtlues of aph (w) are taken ft'ore experinw.ntal data,.

Equation (1) '_1,,an expression for the perturbatiw_ transitio1_ amI)lit, ude squm'ed that is

correct 2 to order 1/')'_ff. The cut off" in impact pm'ameter is determined by the asymptotic

behavior of gl (z). For z>> 1, K1 (z) drops faster then exponentiMly [as (r/2z)_/_e-_]. :['he

integration over b was carried out aalMytically using the expression,

" - (2)

In all results presented here, the lower integration limit bmi, was taken to be 15fin, i.e.

the grazing impact parameter between two Au ions. The dependence o_ b,ni, is weak.

The experimental values for aph (w) were taken from several sources. Starting with

the nuclear separation energy of 8 MeV, crph (w) for Au ions and the range 8 MeV .<

w < 28 MeV were taken from the me_urements of Veyssierc 3 ct. M. For the range 28

MeV < co _< 103 MeV, the work of Lcprctre 4 et al. was used. This data is for 2°sPb,

and a_,h was scaled as 197/208 t.o obtain Au values. For the range 103 MeV _< w < 440

MeV the sealed values (Pb data) of Carlos 5 et M. were used. For w values in the range

440 MeV _< w _< 2 GeV there are no experimentM me,inurements of aph for Au. In this

region scMed values of the 7, P and 7, n experimental cross sectiorfi were utilize.d, i.e..,

aph (w)= ZTa.r,v(a,')+(AT- ZT)a-r,, (co). For the range 2 GeV < w < 9.51 GeV the Au

data, of Michalowski 7 ct al. was used. For the range 9.51 GeV < a,, < 17.84 GeV the scaled

values of the 7,p and 7, n experimental cross sections _ were ,.nlc_ again utilized. B"e.>_md....

the rm_ge of the table 6 (w > 17.84 GeV) it, was a,ssllmed tlm t tlm 7, P and 7, n cr_ss

sections are .constant in w, with a va.lue taken froln the tal)les at 17.84 GeV. Inspection

of the tabulated data between 10 and 17 GeV indicate:_ tlmt t,hi,_ is a very reasolmble

mssumption.

We note tha.t using scaled 3,P a.n(t 'y,n dat.a for t,l,_, 1'aIlge 440 MeV _{]a.' < 2 GvV

underestimates the oph (w) cross section for Ala. Comt)ari_lg witll kn,nvn A II lll_asureill,:,Ilt, s

a,t 440 MeV and 2 GeV suggests an underest':'rnate in tlm contributiolls fr(n_ this w region

of approximately 15% By c(mt, rast, stmlies by Miclm.l_w:ski et ai. in_licatr that fl_r a,,

values greater than 9,51 GeV it is necessary to multiply o t_y a st_adowing t'act.or 't S, i.e.

a factor to take into account the fact that not ali _uuqeons co_t, riln_te t,_, the t_hotomu, lem"

-=2|
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cross section. For Au ions with w > 9.51 GeV we ha,ve taken a value 7 few S of 0.75. We

a,lso note; tI_at except for tile regions 8 MeV <w< 12 MeV and 28 MeV <w< 103 MeV,

the photonuclear cross sections were given as tabulated experimental data. Wher_ actual

tabulated data was unavailable, it was necessary to read published graphs.

In "fable I, the relative contributions to a are given for different ranges of w.

The error estimates for a(b) were calculated from equation (1) using the experimental

errors for the photonuclear cross sections. For the w range w > 9.51GEV, the overall

uncertainties in the extrapolation suggested an error value of 1.0 b.

Table 1" Relative Contributions to a

w t_ax_ge (MEV) a(b)
8 < w < 28 61.5:t=6.1

28 < w < 103 4.9 :t: 0.8

103 < w < 440 12.4 :t: 0.6

440 < w < 2000 8.5 :t: 1.0

2000 < w < 9510 2.7-.£.0.08
9510 < w < 25000 2.3 :t: 1.0

It can be guessed from this table where the quoted vMue I of 60b came from. Including

higher excitation energies gives a total value of cr =: (92.3 + 6.3)b, a ~54% increase. The

total error was calculated from a sum of squares analysis of the errors in Table 1.

Momentum Recoil out of the I_"bucket

Including higher internal excitation energies in or'_e nucleus, it is necessary to consider

possible beam loss due to momentum recoil of the other colliding ion out of the rf bucket.

We label the two ions ms 1 ,-rod 2, and use X to denote the laboratory or colliding frame.

If AE represents the energy loss of ion 2 in frame X,

E2 --_ E2 + AE

0p (3)
P2 "_ P2 Jr _--_AE

ttence in the fi'ame of ion 1 (denoted prime),

or

1_1 Ii ,i r, rl ,e, ,1 I_t 'tIT _N'" 'r' 'iPIW ' '' ullrI, qt i,,n, lr, '11' tllllltll ii ii_i ' ]I,[IFIF It_tt,_ _'_lT_v



Op ]aE;:_ AE+_I3AE (5)

--2ez (6)

where the relation fl - p/E (momentum of ion 1, p_ -_ 0) has been used.

Hence, if we assume azl rf voltage of 6.7 MV, this gives a bucket area s of 1,31 eV sec/u

and a AE/E value for the bucket of Z_E/E = 2 x 10 -:_. Hence for 100 GeV/u 197Au79

beams at RHIC, equation (6) gives

= saev , (7)

as the value of energy transfer beyond which the recoiling ion will be lost.

It is obvious from both the tabulated photonuclear cross sections 6, and the cut--off

properties of Kl(z) discussed earlier, tha.t partial cross section contributions for w >_ 851

GeV will be negligible. Recoil of a_l ion out of tim rf bucket following Coulomb excitation

of the colliding ion will not occur appreciably.

Momentum Recoil Eifects on Betatron Motion

During beam crossing at RHIC, the r,m.s, value for the transverse component of the

betatron momentum < P.L >rm_ is related to the longitudinal component of momenta Pll

via_

I _/ EN<m>-,,, : _ _ (/3")') /3' a (S)

where EN is the normMizcd transverse emittance (taken to be 10_ × 10-Gin rad) and ft'

is the value of the beta function at the beam crossing point (taken to be 2m). With these

V'eLI1.1es

< P.L >r,,., = 1.5 x 10-4 Pll -- 3000MEV , (9)

where for Au ions Pli = 100 GeV A/c.

For Coulomb excitation of the ions, the energy transfer b(twc,_n"' ,e tlm ioIls c()rr(:sl)ond,_

ahnost entirely to a longitudinal momentum transfi_r. The transverse m(,mJentuIn (as gi*exl

by perturbation theory in the appendix) is of the order w/%ii, Since _, 5. 25 GeV and

I I ,l'llr '. rll .... t '' II _ I .... _' ' lr iFlr



7 _ 2.3 × 10 4, the accompanying transverse momentum push is of tile order 10-a GeV or

less. Ttfis value is well within the betatron mornentum aperture and hence we cml assume

the recoil accompanying Coulomb excitation to have a negligible effect on the betatron

motion of the ions.

Partial Lifetime at RHIC

Using the values of luminosity in t.he Design Manual, 1,9 i.e., I, = 8.40 x 1026 cm -2

sec -1, the intensity decay rate Aa for Coulomb dissociation of Au beams is now modified

from 19 x 10-Sh -1 to a vMue

,k3= (29.2 :I=2.0) × lO-3h -1 (I0)
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APPENDIX

In order to calculate the transverse recoil momentum given to the projectile ion it is

useful to re--work the Weizsaecker-Williams cross section so as to make explicit the mo-

mentum transfers. Distinguishing between projectile ion and target ion by the subscripts

P, T, we can write the transverse-photon transfer cross section:

The g represents the momentum transfer, q' = P_0 -/7PI; q0 is the corresponding energy

transfer, (Ep0 - E.pI) = w. It is assumed here that the projectile ion is not internally

excited, and that it is sufficient to represent the initial and final projectile states as plane

waves. The target states need not be explicitly represented since the target matrix element

will be swept into the effective photon cross section as in the usual Weizsacker-Williaxns

approximations. It can be shown (not here) that the Coulomb or longitudinal photon

contribution is of lower order in Mp/Ep = 1/7, and that the transverse part outlined

above suffices for the leading (In 7) approximation.

The matrix element for the projectile transition, taken as that of a spinless particle,

leads to the vertex strength

• 2 pp_ 4- P.'-'o' _ 12
I

--._2

4EPoEPI

_2 (Pw0 + pp,)2 (X - Xll2),
Ep0EPj(©2

X=1-cos0=02/2+...;

0 is the projectile scattering angle, l%r high energies and relatively small energy losses

this is

"" 2Pw° (X X2
-- q2 -- /2).
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Similarly

= - _ = - + 2Ppopps X

M2

' W 2'''P (higher order in
= 2p,,,oPPoX+ w2+ p2po+ 1/P,,o)

_2_ q_ __2p&pp X + w2A_'P-_eo+ (higher order in 1/p&)

2PpoPe! X + W2/')'2

:- _2 _ 2PeoPe! X + w2, 3' >> 1.

This allows us to write dcr/df_ as:

i ' ('-"/'> I I'p_,jEpj Ppo
d______ 8,_Z2p dees 2 (TyljIJ'_I 'r°)
da V,o[.,+2p.op.q[_,/++2_.op.,q
The equivalent of the Weizsacker-Williams approximation is made by noting that the

denominator factor, [w2/7 2 + 2PpoPpoX]2, weights X so that (2Pp0PesX) is of order w2/7 2.

Then, _.2 differs from w2 only by the negligible quantity we/3 ,2. This, in turn, means that,

to this order, the intermediate virtual photon is on the mass shell; that is, since Iq-]_ w, the

matrix element (Tllj±eig'"rlTo) is well approximated by the real photon matrix element

and we can take over from experiment the photo cross se('tion:

I I'rs, (To --+ TF) - 4_---_21(T/Ij±ei¢"ZTITo).{,o
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displaying the leading In 7 of the Weizsacker-Williams form. We do not attempt to recover

the subsequent terms.

It is necessary to note the limitations inherent in the above dcriw_tion. In order to take

over the photo cross section, the closeness of Iq-_to w is vital. This is, in fact, correct for

the part that leads to the ln7 dependence. It is, however, less true for the higher orders.

In fact, for the X 2 term it is not at all valid, since if X is replaced by X 2 the weighting is

no longer such that 2Ppoppj X ,'_ 0(w2/72), but is rather spread over O(w2); then _,2 is no

longer just w 2, but w 2 .+ O(w2). This does not ruin the leading (ln 7) approximation since

2 2

it can easily be seen that the involving term X2 ',s small, of order ca /ppo(ln(Ppo/W)/lnT)

relative to the leading term, if one makes the reasonable assumption that the matrix

element, (TFIj.Lei¢'_'ITo), is of the same order for the larger range of Jq-_. If, however, we

wish to calculate some average value of momentum transfer, as say

PP0 sin _ "-" \ 2/_-pp0,

the extra weighting involved in the calcttlation of

dx vff/ dx ,

moves I_ into the larger domain. Therefore, without bringing in the Mll form factor of

the photo reaction no close approximation is possible. It can, however, provide an order

of magnitude estimate. Four our purposes here, we need not go into it.

It is sut_cient to note that the leading order of the excitation cross section is contained

within the domain roughly specified by

2P,>oV,sx .-.oi

i_ Since the transverse component is defined by

'I

i PP.L = PP sin 0 ,_ pp O,

we have that the effective range of transverse momenta is given ms:

i the order of magnitude used in the text.

,, " til ,r ,, ..... r, ' '1_ ,r' lp , lr ,, n "T " "' ' rr1'l, II_
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